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ABSTRACT 
 
 Cloud computing often refers to the use of IT technology for a variety of services. It is a 
way of computing in which resources are dynamically scalable and often virtualized assets are 
provided as a service over the internet. Users need not have familiarity, awareness, expertise 
in or domain over the technical acquaintance in the cloud that supports them. In a worldwide 
survey conducted by IBM in the year 2010, on more than 1500 CEO’s brought out an 
astonishing fact that 80% of the CEO’s Believes that their enterprise will grow much more 
complex in the upcoming years and very fewer, only less than half assures that their 
companies are well equipped to deal with this tremendous shift. The Cloud Infrastructure is a 
sharp departure from the status quo. Today most of the enterprises prefers and uses their own 
software and hardware and keep them on premise in data centers and other specialized 
facilities. With cloud computing, in contrast, enterprise lease their digital assets, in such a way 
that their employees don’t know the location of the assets, data centers, applications, and 
databases which they’re using. These resources are simply in the cloud. To advocates of cloud 
computing, that’s the whole point. Customers don’t have to concern themselves with details; 
they just rent what they need from the cloud. In this paper we analyze the business metrics for 
small and medium size businesses over cloud. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The adoption of technology flows through different shape, size and scope to revolute itself, 
with respect to the ecological and industrial standards, thus the adoption of technology can’t be 
a static one. The way of adopting the technology in India is quiet different, when compared 
with the other nations around the world. The most beautiful characteristic is the “Best 
Affordable Innovation” [1]. In a country like India where diversity is deep-rooted in all aspects 
of economy, this is one characteristic that stands out. Cloud computing is one of such 
technologies that fit into the pulse of the Indian culture. With growth and industrialization, 
India is increasingly becoming susceptible to environmental impacts. Our carbon emission is 
expected to rise to an alarming 3.5 tons by 2030 (source: Economic Survey 2009 - 2010). It is 
the responsibility of corporate India to safeguard the future of its next generations. 
Governments have slowly and steadily started laying rules for environmental compliance. It is 
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critical for a global organization to accurately measure, mitigate, and monitor greenhouse gas 
emissions and other environmental impacts, such as solid waste and water [1]. In the cloud, 
there are applications that can cost-effectively assess your total carbon emissions inventory 
across all scopes, provide transparency into your sustainability initiatives, establish a 
comprehensive inventory of carbon emissions and achieve cost savings by identifying 
opportunities for energy, waste, and emissions reductions within and outside operational 
boundaries. Becoming a green enterprise is the only sustainable direction for a company if it 
wants to succeed [3]. The origin of the term comes from the early days of the Internet where 
the network was depicted as a cloud shown in Fig1. 
 
 

 
Fig 1: The Enterprise Cloud 

 
Indian economy is increasingly going global and witnessing a healthy co-existence of large as 
well as small and medium-sized enterprises striving for growth. While on one hand the 
financial muscle of the large organizations deepens their penetration in the demand pyramid, on 
the other, it’s the innovation muscle that helps nimble, agile and aggressive SMB companies to 
cater to the upper-end of the demand pyramid. This flux in the market has created a strong 
competition and has resulted in the need for solutions that are quick to deploy, low on TCO and 
high on ROI [2]. Cloud computing is an excellent example of technology that fits this 
requirement. Small and midsize businesses need to ensure growth while conducting business in 
a smart, lean and cost-effective way. This means streamlining customer-facing business 
processes while scaling them across organizational and international boundaries. Cloud 
technology helps small businesses and midsize companies by providing the functional depth of 
a large-scale business management solution. Indians typically are not privy to compliance and 
regulatory issues. However, with the growing economy and companies growing organically 
and inorganically, the need to comply with regulations and ensure hygiene is becoming a top 
priority of CEOs and CFOs [4]. And the speed of growth is such that CIOs need a system to 
work immediately and something that can grow in pace with the company’s new ventures. 
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Many companies are adopting cloud computing as a solution to subsidiary enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) system. The powerful solution meets functional and industry requirements, 
provides deep integration with ERP used at headquarters and is easily deployable, simpler to 
manage and easier to change. Yet it also satisfies corporate requirements, which typically 
include regulatory transparency, operational metrics visibility, use of centralized business 
functions, and key data rollup [2]. 

 
We have evolved from the era of physical meetings to the age of phones and faxes, followed by 
the web applications such as e-mail and then application workflows. Now it has reached a stage 
where all-pervasive communication and collaboration is a need of the hour. Today, instead of 
us using software to send an e-mail, the software itself sends an e-mail. E-mail 2.0 is a virtual 
whiteboard, like an industrial version of Facebook. This new paradigm has prompted the 
development of business-collaborative tools in the cloud. They support collaborative decision-
making by bringing together the people, information and proven business methods to drive fast, 
meaningful results. Decision-making in India is primarily based on information exchange or 
word-of-mouth communication. We have a tendency to address our problems through 
discussions and collaboration with society and our acquaintances. The cloud platform suitably 
fits into this milieu by enabling information exchange to be imbibed in the business 
environment in a simpler, more affordable way. This application connects customers and 
suppliers for business-to-business e-commerce. It helps establish a connection with a business 
partner once for each process and instantly exchange related electronic documents, such as 
purchase orders, forecasts, invoices, and delivery notes, using your existing applications. 
 

MATERIALS  
 

Global IT Expenditure: Global IT spending is expected to grow 3 per cent to $3.6 trillion in 
2012 on the back of growth in segments like cloud computing, telecom and consulting services, 
research firm Gartner said today. This is slightly higher than Gartner’s projection of 2.5 per cent 
growth in the last quarter. “While the challenges facing global economic growth persist — the 
Euro Zone crisis, weaker US recovery, a slowdown in China — the outlook has at least 
stabilized,” Gartner Research Vice-president, Mr. Richard Gordon, said in a statement. There has 
been little change in either business confidence or consumer sentiment in the past quarter, so the 
short-term outlook is for continued caution in IT spending, he added. Global IT spending is 
expected to grow 4.4 per cent in 2013 to reach $3.78 trillion [2].Gartner expects global enterprise 
spending on public cloud services to grow to $109 billion in 2012 from $91 billion in 2011. By 
2016, enterprise public cloud services spending will reach $207 billion. “Business Process as a 
Service (BPaaS) still accounts for the vast majority of cloud spending by enterprises, but other 
areas such as Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) and Infrastructure as a 
Service (IaaS) are growing faster,” Mr. Gordon said [3]. 
 
Worldwide IT services’ spending is forecast to reach $864 billion in 2012, a 2.3 per cent increase 
from 2011 and further increase to $905 billion in 2013. Demand for consulting services is also 
expected to remain high due to the complexity of environments for global business and 
technology leaders, Gartner said. The global telecom services market would continue to be the 
largest IT spending market [5].Total spending on telecom (equipment and services) is expected 
to grow to $2.13 trillion in 2013 from $2.06 trillion in 2012 and $2 trillion in 2011 [5]. Telecom 
services growth is expected to come not only from net connections, especially in emerging 
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markets, but also in mature markets from the uptake of multiple connected devices, such as 
media tablets, gaming and other consumer electronics devices, it said. Gartner forecast computer 
hardware market to grow 3.4 per cent in 2012 to $420 billion. The segment is expected to touch 
$448 billion in revenues in 2013 [9]. 
 
Cash Flow: Moving to a pay-as-you-go model means the cash flow of your business is changing. 
Sources of revenue and outgoing cash expenditure are on a usage basis based on a unit such as 
time, volume, or component. Cash flow – Cash Flow after Taxes – is a financial measure of a 
business ability to generate cash flow through its operations. Moving from a CAPEX to 
an OPEX model develops the use of operational expenses rather than capital assets and the 
treatment of operating statements rather than balance sheet management. Cash flow describes 
revenue, cash, and working capital changes that flow within part of the operating expenses 
liquidity and available usage of funds. Adopting the Cloud Computing paradigm seeks to make 
more money (increase revenues) while driving capital costs down through greater efficiencies of 
working capital and OPEX changes. Calculations of Net Present Value (NPV) of investments 
often need to consider the discounted cash flows of the cost of capital (WACC) to assess the 
value of the investment return. Cloud Computing seeks to minimize or zero upfront investment 
and to drive improved asset usage ratios, Average Revenue per Unit, Average Margin Per User, 
and cost of asset recovery [4]. 
 
Cost of Capital: Moving from CAPEX to OPEX is a change in the basis of capital investment 
usage as upfront and ongoing costs are changed by the Cloud Computing business model. The 
focus is on the ability to maximize the leverage of that capital to acquire IT and business services 
while minimizing the risk to the business in capital used for initial investment and ongoing 
maintenance charges. While moving away from investments in long-term assets may be seen as 
context of Cloud Computing, this implies a move towards long-term OPEX-style service where 
QoS and costs are still equally relevant regardless of asset ownership. The common factor is the 
business performance and SLA requirements [8].A company with a high cost of capital (WACC) 
and which would benefit from bringing in their tax shield (high CFAT), is a candidate for 
shifting CAPEX to OPEX – but other aspects of the business context may contradict that 
candidacy such as availability of appropriate solutions and security constraints on using shared 
services. If CAPEX to OPEX is desired, then the company should be considering and evaluating 
outsourcing solutions, including public Cloud solutions, hybrid Cloud, and Private Cloud 
solutions. Cash flow can be an important indicator if CAPEX to OPEX is the focus. Pay-as-you-
go can be seen as easier on cash flow than pay-upfront. But both cash flow considerations may 
not necessarily exist in the same business scenario. For example, a business may want to 
improve cash flow through moving to a direct usage model but still retain investment in CAPEX 
for differentiated private business processes [7]. 
 

CAPEX: CAPEX is used by a company to acquire or upgrade physical assets such as equipment, 
property, or industrial buildings. In the case when a capital expenditure constitutes a major 
financial decision for a company, the expenditure must be formalized at an annual shareholders 
meeting or a special meeting of the Board of Directors. In accounting, a capital expenditure is 
added to an asset account (capitalized), thus increasing the asset's basis (the cost or value of an 
asset adjusted for tax purposes). CAPEX is commonly found on the cash flow statement under 
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Speculation in Plant, Property, and Equipment or something similar in the Investing subsection 
[8].For tax purposes, CAPEX is a cost which cannot be deducted in the year in which it is paid or 
incurred and must be capitalized. The general rule is that if the acquired property's useful life is 
longer than the taxable year, then the cost must be capitalized. The capital expenditure costs are 
then amortized or depreciated over the life of the asset in question. Further to the above, CAPEX 
creates or adds basis to the asset or property, which once adjusted, will determine tax liability in 
the event of sale or transfer. In the US, Internal Revenue Code §§263 and 263A deal extensively 
with capitalization requirements and exceptions [8]. 

OPEX: Using an OPEX model can potentially remove and release capital that would otherwise 
be used for initial investment and ownership of IT assets. Alternatively, investment in a Cloud 
Computing platform may require capital investment and changes to the payment and funding of 
the service as it is amortized over a wider shared service model for economies of scale [8].The 
cost of capital from sources of equity and cost of debt point of view can change for private and 
public/federal industries that have stock market/shareholders or government sources of funding 
[8].If the overall goal is to maximize the use of capital by best use of the debt and equity funds, 
in Cloud Computing the use of OPEX moves the funding towards optimizing capital investment 
leverage and risk management of those sources of funds. Elastic resource utilization and widely 
using virtualization in the Cloud challenge existing cost analysis methods. 
 

METHODS 
 
We identify four important aspects, Cloud Drivers and Obstacles, Infrastructure Management, 
Service Delivery & Automation and Application Management with different metrics in each 
category to do analysis and assess the need of cloud environment for SME’s to increase ROI. 
This tool analyzes based on user’s business priority, IT capability and business challenges with 
the industry standard for a financial company XYZ with a size of 250 to 1000 employees in 
India. 
 
 
Table1. Business Priorities 

 

Cloud Drivers & Cloud Obstacles 
What are your top 
priorities for the next 12 
months? 

 Low 
Priority 

Moderate 
Priority 

Major 
Priority 

Critical 
Priority 

Lower IT Costs   x  
Improve IT Agility   x  
Reduce IT Maintenance    x 

What obstacles are 
preventing you from 
achieving the above 
priorities? 

Security Concerns    x 
Compliance Issues   x  
Compatibility Problems   x  
High Capital 
Expenditure 

   x 

Limited  Operational 
Budget 

 x   
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Table2. Infrastructure Management 

Infrastructure Management 
How does your 
organization maintain IT 
system availability and 
resilience? 

We operate on a break / fix basis  
We have a basic backup/recovery processes with moderate 
availability. 

 

We have an advanced backup/recovery system with high 
availability 

 

We have a robust failover system with very high availability x 
How secure and 
compliant are your IT 
systems? 

We have no formal security & compliance processes  
We have basic security & compliance processes, and are 
reactive to issues 

 

We have a solid set of well-documented security & 
compliance processes 

x 

Our security & compliance processes are the best in class in 
industry 

 

How are you maximizing 
the utilization of IT 
infrastructure? 

Some infrastructure is virtualized but there is scope for 
improvement 

x 

We have virtualized most of our critical infrastructure  
We are in the process of implementing cloud infrastructure  
We have implemented a private cloud infrastructure  

 
 
 
Table3 . Service Delivery and Automation 

Service Delivery and Automation 
How does your IT 
infrastructure scale to 
meet changing business 
needs? 

We have no formal process for scaling IT infrastructure.  
We scale IT resources on an ad-hoc basis. x 
We proactively scale IT infrastructure based on service 
consumption. 

 

We dynamically scale and design both on-prem and cloud 
services. 

 

How mature are your 
organization’s IT 
processes? 

We have unstructured processes and minimal documentation.  
Our processes are basic, somewhat documented but not 
necessarily followed. 

 

We have standardized, documented processes and usually 
follow them. 

x 

We have robust, mature processes that are always followed.  
How quickly can you add 
new IT capabilities to 
meet changing business 
needs? 

We add new IT capabilities only in emergencies.   
It can take several months for us to add new IT capabilities.   
We can react quickly and add new IT capabilities within 
weeks.  

 

We have agile IT and can add new capabilities within days x 
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Table4. Application Management 
Application Management   

How do you 
communicate to users 
about IT service 
offerings? 

We do not proactively communicate our IT service offerings.  
We have manual, ad-hoc communication on our service 
offerings. 

 

We have an evolving service catalog and basic Service Level 
Agreements. 

 

We have a robust, dynamic service catalog, and fulfillment 
guidance. 

x 

How do you enable users 
to request services? 

Users can‘t request customized services.  
Users can request customized services using our help desk.  
A limited amount of self-service customization is available. x 
We have a robust self-service interface to manage a range of 
services. 

 

Do you measure 
consumption of IT 
services? 

We do not measure IT service consumption.  
We measure service consumption manually on an as required 
basis. 

 

We automatically measure and report service consumption. x 
We have robust processes to measure & charge-back services 
consumption. 

 

 
RESULTS 
 

 
Fig 2: Analysis based on Business Priorities  
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Fig 3: Analysis based on IT Capabilities 

 

 
Fig 4: Analysis based on Business Challenges 
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CONCLUSION 
 
IT enterprises are facing challenges such as increasing costs and constant need for capital 
investments; server sprawl, rise in operational costs, ballooning energy costs and demands, 
increased complexity of systems and need for specialized talent to support them, variable 
recourse usage, demand for business process simplification, time to market pressures. The 
embrace of cloud computing or IT as utility service leads to more efficient use of IT hardware 
and software investments, on demand provisioning or de-provisioning, elastic scalability, usage 
based charging, service base provisioning, and agility. The cloud computing idea is appealing 
to end-users and organizations because of its simplicity. There is no need to invest in expensive 
hardware and software or pay for capacity that may not be used all the time. The users have 
access anytime, through any device, and from anywhere to software, platforms, and 
Infrastructures, with no need to maintain and control them. Both established and start-up 
enterprises have shifted to cloud computing; however there are still doubts about its cost 
efficiency and robustness. McKinsey’s & Co. reported that cloud computing is beneficial for 
small and medium businesses [10]. As a future work the analysis can be done on different 
business priorities, challenges and IT capabilities for a specific industry. 
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